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WHAT YOUR HANDS TELL ABOUT YOUR HEALTH, WEALTH &
RELATIONSHIPS PRESS KIT

BIO
Master Hand Analyst Kay Packard, the founder and Director of the American Academy of Hand
Analysis, has read thousands of hands and taught hundreds of hours of hand analysis training
courses to students from around the world. She holds a Master of Arts degree in Spiritual
Psychology and uses her wisdom to deliver Life Purpose, Health, Wealth and Relationship
information, readings and classes globally.
BOOK DESCRIPTION
Your Life Is In Your Hands reveals step-by-step how to read the unique markings found on your
own hands. You are guided to identify and interpret these markings, giving you insights and
information to harness your inner wisdom to create successful life strategies in your personal
and professional life. Her book excerpts were featured in Real Simple magazine as one of their
“Fresh Finds.”
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WHAT PEOPLE AND SAYING ABOUT YOUR LIFE IS IN YOUR HANDS…
•

•

•

VERNON MAHABAL, DIRECTOR, PALMISTRY INST, & AUTHOR, THE SECRET CODE ON
YOUR HANDS: “I love this book! Kay’s method is on the front lines of palmistry’s cultural
advancement. Bravo!”
CLARINDA SAYRE, SOUL COACH: “I loved Your Life is in Your Hands. I sat down and
devoured it. I’m not a person who reads a book twice, but I did this one. I want to tell my
clients ‘You must get this book”.
RICHARD UNGER, DIRECTOR INT’L INST. OF HAND ANALYSIS & AUTHOR, LIFE PRINTS:
“Your Life Is In Your Hands is a clear, concise, easy-to-follow book that gives step-by-step
instructions on how to create a more meaningful life. Nicely illustrated hand markings with
clear explanations lead the reader to create a personal Conscious Living Statement, an
opportunity to use the hands’ coded information to build a better life.”

INTERVIEW TITLE – The 5 Things Your Hands Tell You To Successfully Guide & Live Your Life
SHOW DESCRIPTION
Every person’s hands have the blueprint for success and fulfillment hardwired into them. This
segment will show you how to use your hands to decode your unique markings and patterns that
will lead you to the life of your dreams. It’s all in your hands and is so easy to understand.

10 TAKE AWAYS FOR YOUR AUDIENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SECRET CODES for navigating your most meaningful life and you can learn to read it for
yourself.
UNIQUE CONFIGURATIONS IN YOUR HAND – Understand the imprints in your hands.
IMPROVE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS – by knowing your Heart Line and the line of your
partner/lover.
KNOW HOW TO BEST RELATE TO THE WORLD – using your hand shape
OPTIMIZE YOUR LIFE – by understanding your Life Line and what it shows you about
yourself
UNDERSTAND YOUR MENTAL COMPUTER – by understanding your own Head Line
LEARN THE SCIENCE BEHIND HAND ANALYSIS - learn how to weave the positive
and negative possibilities into powerful mantras
YOUR LIFE PURPOSE IS REVEALED IN YOUR HANDS – learn how to find it
MAKE BETTER LIFE CHOICES FOR YOURSELF – by understanding the unique patterns
in your hands
TURN YOUR WEAKNESSES INTO STRENGTHS – to boost your talents and creativity

	
  
KAY’S INTRODUCTION & LONG BIO

Kay Packard’s passion and purpose started with her being a practicing astrologer for the
past 20 years, which led her to explore other ways of helping people to understand more
about who they are and the influences in their lives. She is a Master Hand Analyst, who
has read thousands of hands using the non-predictive scientific hand analysis.
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Traveling to India in 2010, gave her the inspiration to found the American Academy of
Hand Analysis. Her vision for the Academy is to awaken and illuminate people’s life
purpose around the world. Her aim is to expand worldwide awareness of the sacred and
scientific advances in the field of hand analysis.
She received a master’s degree in Spiritual Psychology from the University of Santa
Monica in 2013. Kay offers life purpose readings using the science of hand analysis to
individuals, couples, families, and groups. Learn how the God-given-blue print etched
into your hands reveals your special gifts, talents and challenges. Join Kay as she
uncovers the major blocks and secrets to life, relationship, and career success using the
science of hand analysis.
Kay is available to speak, host workshops, teach classes, and mentor individuals who
wish to delve more deeply into who they are and what they are here to do. Please visit
her website at www.KayPackard.com.
QUOTES FROM KAY
• “Mine the treasures buried in your hands and chisel, shape and sculpt your best

life.”
• “All negative possibilities offer shadow wisdom. What creates a shadow?”
• “Your life-map potential literally decorates your hands. See it, cultivate it – and
illuminate!”
• “The markings in, and shapes of the hands illustrate natural symbols created by
God, to show us the work and life we were born to live.”

TALKING POINTS/ QUESTIONS
1. Q: What will I gain from reading your book?
A: Your Life Is In Your Hands will show you how to read your own hands so you can live more
consciously. Learn about the upside and downside possibilities of markings in your hands. This is
a God-given-blue print, etched into your hands to truly see your special gifts, talents and
challenges. Step-by-step you will be guided to blend the markings in your hands and to
integrate the interpretations into a life fulfillment formula in the arrangement of precise,
inspiring and uplifting mantras. It doesn’t take long at all and the rewards can be life changing.
By uncovering major blocks to life, relationship, and career success using the science of hand
analysis you will learn the secret formula for deep inner transformation.
2. Q: How did you start reading hands?
A: During a “crisis of meaning” in my corporate career days I sought out the meaning of my life.
I had it “all” yet I felt completely and utterly empty. The question I asked myself, “Why am I
here and what is this all about?” paralyzed me and, at the same time, compelled me to get the
answer. One of my friend’s told me about her Life Purpose hand reading which steered me to
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find mine. I knew in the first 10 minutes of the very insightful reading I HAD to learn how to do
this ancient, sacred and scientific art.
3. Q: How are you qualified to write about this so that the material is credible?
A: In 2001 I became wildly fascinated with hand analysis after I had my first scientific hand
reading. By the end of 2003 I was fully committed and determined to learn about this
extraordinary art and science. The completion of a yearlong certification course in 2005 led to
graduate studies, then teaching the art and science of hand analysis, and now directing the
AAHA, which I founded in 2010. I have studied with world-renowned teachers, Richard Unger
and Vernon Mahabal for many years. I collaborate with colleagues and compare notes besides
receiving continual confirmation from clients during and after their readings as well as many
students reaching out into the world.
In 2013 I earned my masters degree in Spiritual Psychology, further deepening my
understanding, practice and awareness of the (esoteric) operations of life – and how to live fully
and completely. My expertise is committed to helping people find their best self and become
even better – to improve lives.
4. What motivated you to write this book?
I have discovered, and scientifically tested this remarkable method to help anyone have better
relationships with family, friends and colleagues, acquire more wealth and vitality, and live rich
and fulfilling lives. The secret formula to mastering this thing called life is through understanding
the unique road map literally etched into each person’s palms and fingerprints. I believe the
markings in, and shapes of, the hands offer natural symbols created by God, to show us the
work and life we were born to live. I am unable to reach the masses through individual
appointments and teaching classes to small groups, so putting this valuable and insightful
information out to the public is very important to me. I want people to find true happiness within
themselves, and I am certain, the compass for meaning and fulfillment can be read in each
individuals unique hands.
5. Can you tell how long someone will live?
A: Fortunately, no, I can’t. Some predictive palm readers in past and present indicate length of
life from the Life Lines, but this is simply inaccurate and untrue. If anyone has scientific
evidence to support his or her theories on the length of life read from the Life Lines, I’d like to
see and debate it.
A chapter in my book dedicated to a variety of Life Line configurations. You will see how to
decipher your own Life Line to better understand your vitality system and it’s requirements to
live a life in balance – energetically, emotionally and physically! The Life Line illustrates concerns
about protection and preservation of the body. Someone with a long, clear, deep Life Line is
down to earth, with stamina for living (see below).
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Conversely, someone with a short or weak Life Line will feel a constant restlessness and
edginess, constantly prioritizing for security, safety and stability (see below).

The condition of the Life Line can be read by the owner to guide him or her in the personal
vitality system to live successfully at home and work.
6. Do you show readers how to make predictions in their own lives?
A: No, I don’t show readers how to make predictions but you will learn about probable lifepatterns in the hands. For example, someone with a square palm is motivated by security,
reliability and simple living; therefore, his or her probable pattern will most likely involve using
their hands to fix things and their words become their oath. Another example is seeing a long
Head Line in the hand. This owner will spend a lot more time processing thoughts and
information than someone with a short Head Line - who will make decisions more quickly. A long
and straight Heart Line belongs to someone who thinks a lot about his or her feelings. These are
not predictions about future events; rather they show the psychological and mental tendencies
and characteristics of the owner in now time.
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The traditional predictive palmistry can be can be useful IF a highly reliable, ethical and
experienced palmist accurately delivers it. Too many people trust in untrained and unethical
roadside palmists and psychics, which is extremely debilitating. I’ve heard of this type of
quackery and it has instilled life-long negative imprints.
7. Q: How is hand reading spiritual?
A: Spiritual means living a life infused with spirit. What’s spirit? I see spirit as the Essence of
the Source of all life. This essential energy is the bedrock of all of existence running in, through
and around everything. Adyashanti said, "Spirituality is life wanting to become conscious of
itself."	
   Becoming conscious of our Self happens by waking up from the amnesia of certain beliefs
and patterns. Markings in the hands clarify blocks to self-realization. Because the hands are
inscribed with readable symbols, they offer a concrete path for understanding the spirit
operating within. This is about interpreting your life curriculum growth and Self-Realization. Why
else would everyone have completely unique configurations of markings on their hands?
8. Q: What do you say to skeptics?
A: I welcome skeptics because they ask questions. When a question is asked, the person is
ready and willing to become more informed - even though they may have another agenda.
Uniformed opinions lead to shallow living. I want people to investigate and decide for themselves
how the secret language in the hands can benefit them. I didn’t simply believe my teachers in
physics, chemistry, electronics, astrology or hand analysis – I gathered my own evidence and
proved it to myself. All questions help me both expand and deepen my research, and thus
contribute to this work as a bona fide science. Skeptics may be converted along the way, but I
don't put energy into changing stubborn minds.
9. Q: After I do the assignments in the book how would you suggest I apply this to my
life?
A: There are a number of ways I’ve heard what people use the information. I’ll share a few here:
1) Photo copy the mantras you create, based on blending the positive and negative
interpretations you learn about. These become very powerful and pertinent affirmations.
Keep this in your purse or taped to your bathroom mirror.
2) Create an action plan based on the Conscious Living Statement you create. This might
include doing more of what you’re good and talented at or it might include taking
proactive steps to improve your weaknesses.
3) Use what you learn about your preferred communication style, based on your Heart Line,
to improve a relationship with a child, sister or spouse.
4) Change a physical activity and optimize your vitality system based on the interpretation of
you Life Line.
5) Incorporate changes in your career based on the urges demonstrated by the vertical lines
in your hands.
6) Assess your Head Line configuration to increase your decision-making and problem
solving skills;
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7) Determine you Hand Shape to see why you approach the world the way you do and help
others relate to you more effectively. You can also gauge other people’s motivations by
peeking at their hand shape types.
10. Q: What results might I expect by doing the assignments and implementing one or
two of your suggestions above?
A: Expect to experience more peace, calm and clarity. Expect better relations with others and
more importantly, with yourself. You will come into higher levels of acceptance of yourself. For
example, if you experience anxiety, you may learn how that anxiety is triggered. Perhaps you
have a break in your Life Line (aka Earth Line) which demonstrates your longing for grounding
and feeling more secure. If you don’t have grounding techniques in your life you’ll feel restless,
ill-at-ease and potentially anxious. By knowing this about yourself, you can take precise steps to
gain the security that is right for you – or see from a different perspective. Inner awareness is
the key to self-acceptance, true love, personal growth and happiness.
11. How would I explain to others how I’m bettering myself?
A: You won’t need to explain anything. All you need to do is be. People will witness your
newfound clarity, calm and confidence as you integrate what you learn using the unique map in
your hands to give you direction.
12. Q. What is hand analysis versus palmistry?
A: Hand analysis is about the here and now and it is supported by modern day research and
application. Traditional Palmistry is predictive and it is known to be based more on superstition.
Markings in the hand are read, as they appear now – as in today-, and are described to help the
owner know who they are at deeper levels. One very popular example of traditional palmistry
has been known for reading the length of life on the Life Line. This is completely inaccurate. I
have handprints of people who have died early in life with very long and beautiful Life Lines.
KAY’S SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS FOR PROMOTING THE SHOW
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/American-Academy-of-HandAnalysis/165658800175428

Twitter: www.Twitter.com/KayPackard
LinkedIN:
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=65660258&authType=NAME_SEARCH&authTo
ken=7hDz&locale=en_US&trk=tyah2&trkInfo=tarId%3A1421100364137%2Ctas%3AKa
y%20Packard%2Cidx%3A1-1-1
EXCERPTS FROM HER NEW RELEASE BOOK – YOUR LIFE IS IN YOUR HANDS

•

“Mine the treasures buried in your hands and chisel, shape and sculpt your best

life.”
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“Your Life Is In Your Hands is about you mining the treasures buried in your hands and chiseling,
shaping, and sculpting your best life. This begins with you using the wisdom revealed by the
inscriptions in your hands, then taking control of your life and getting from where you are to
where you want to be. As you better understand yourself through pondering the various
markings in your hands and making sense of them, you can take consistent charge of your life.
Are you ready to take an honest look at yourself? Have you wondered who you are and what you
are here to do? Have you taken an honest inventory of your talents, skills, and gifts? Are you
applying those attributes as best you can for your most fulfilling life? The whole point of this
book is to help you answer these questions in a way that assists you in living a life of meaning,
starting right here and now. All that is required is a little curiosity, a thirst for freedom, and an
open mind.”

•

“All negative possibilities offer shadow wisdom. What creates a shadow?”

“All negative possibilities offer shadow wisdom. Shadows are created by light. We grow
stronger as we open to our weaknesses and shine the light of awareness on them. You’ll learn to
use your weaknesses, bring them to the light, and bloom into your most amazing life. You’ll find
a “mantra” associated with most of the markings described in this book. I use the word “mantra”
to imply integrating the positive and negative interpretations of these markings into
affirmational statements. Derived directly from the markings, the mantras are designed to uplift
you into realizing your highest potential.”

•

“Your life-map potential literally decorates your hands. See it, cultivate it – and
illuminate!”

“Your hands have very specific etchings that are the result of the neurological byways and
highways that race through your brain waves and psyche. The topography of the skin on your
palms and fingers can be decoded to reveal your special talents, attributes, preferences, and
strengths, as well as your weaknesses and challenges. Attractions, distractions, and irritations in
your emotional, physical, mental, and spiritual realms can be identified and interpreted. Ideal
career and relationship scenarios can be revealed.”

• “The markings in, and shapes of the hands illustrate natural symbols created by
God, to show us the work and life we were born to live.”

“You might ask, “How do I read the right versus the left hand?” As a general rule, the
right hand is considered your active hand and will be read to show how you present yourself to
the outer world. For example, motives and personality traits that you express at work and in
public will be read primarily from your right hand. Conversely, the left hand is considered the
passive, reflective and introspective hand and reveals your personality at home, in private,
where you wear your fuzzy slippers and comfy robe. For example, preferences in intimate
relationships will be read primarily from your left hand.”
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PICTURES

POSSIBLE MONTHLY TOPICS I WOULD BE A GREAT INTERVIEW OR SPEAKER FOR
JAN: Mental Wellness Month, Be On-Purpose Month, Celebration of Life Month, Self-Love Month
FEB: Int’l Boost Self Esteem Month, Int’l Expect Success Month
MARCH: Optimism Month, Int’l Ideas Month, Nat’l Women’s History Month
APRIL: Counseling Awareness Month, Informed Woman Month
MAY: National Meditation Month,
JUNE: Effective Communications Month, Rebuild Your Life Month,
JULY: Family Reunion Month, Social Wellness Month
AUG: Happiness Happens Month, What Will Your Legacy Be Month
SEPT: One-on-One Month, Int’l People Skills Month, Int’l Self Awareness Month
OCT: Emotional Intelligence Awareness Month
NOV: Nat’l Inspirational Role Models Month, Nat’l Lifewriting Month
DEC: Spiritual Literacy Month, Awareness Month of Awareness Months
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